Enhanced Edition updates
The Enhanced edition came out in 2012, with errata and updates to many of the cards.

Heroes
Absolute Zero
"Coolant Blast"

"onboard module
installation"

Old Text
Power: If Absolute Zero was
dealt fire damage since the end
of your last turn, he deals 1
non-hero target cold damage
equal to the amount of fire
damage that has been dealt to
absolute zero since the end of
your last turn.
search your deck for a module
card and put it into your hand.
Shuffle your deck.
You may draw a card. You may
play a card.

bunker
"adhesive foam
grenade"
"recharge mode"

"turret mode"

"upgrade mode"

New Text
Power: Absolute Zero deals 1
non-hero target x cold damage
where X = the amount of fire
damage that has been dealt to
Absolute Zero since the end of
your last turn.
You may draw a card.
Search your deck for a module
card and put it into your hand.
Shuffle your deck.

You may play a card.
Old Text
New Text
the environment deck cannot play environment cards cannot be
cards on its next turn.
played until the start of your
next turn.
you cannot play cards. You
when this card enters play,
cannot use powers. You may
destroy all other mode cards.
draw an additional card during
your draw phase. Reduce damage You cannot play cards or use
dealt to bunker by 1.
powers. You may draw an
additional card during your draw
at the start of your turn, you
phase. Reduce damage dealt to
may destroy this card. When this bunker by 1. at the start of
card entersr play, destroy all
your turn, you may destroy this
other mode cards.
card.
you cannot play cards. You may when this card enters play,
use an additional power during destroy all other mode cards.
your power phase. You cannot
draw cards . Increase damage You cannot play or draw cards.
dealt by bunker by 1.
You may use an additional power
during your power phase.
at the start of your turn, you
Increase damage dealt by bunker
may destroy this card. When this by 1. at the start of your turn,
card enters play, destroy all
you may destroy this card.
other mode cards.
you may play an additional card when this card enters play,
during your play phase. You
destroy all other mode cards.
cannot use powers.
You may play an additional card
At the start of your turn, you
during your play phase. You
may destroy this card. When this cannot use powers. At the start
card enters play, destroy all
of your turn, you may destroy
other mode cards.
this card.
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fanatic
"absolution"

Old Text
equipment, limited

New Text
equipment, relic, limited

increase fanatic's maximum hp by 1. when this card enters play,
fanatic regains 1 hp.
power: select melee, fire, or
radiant as this card's damage
Power: select melee, fire, or
type. Fanatic deals 1 target 3
radiant as this card's damage
damage of that type.
type. Fanatic deals 1 target 3
damage of that type.
"aegis of resurrection" equipment, limited
equipment, relic, limited
when fanatic drops to 0 or
when fanatic drops to 0 or
fewer hp, restore fanatic to 10 hp. fewer hp, restore fanatic to 10 hp.
Then, destroy this card.
Destroy this card.
"chastise"

"divine focus"

"divine sacrifice"

"end of days"

play next to a target other than
the villain character card. That
target is immune to damage and
cannot deal damage.

play next to a target other than
a character card. That target is
immune to damage and cannot
deal damage.

At the start of your turn, either
fanatic deals herself 1 psychic
damage or this card is
destroyed.
at the start of every yturn, you
may discard a card. If you do,
fanatic deals the villain character
card 2 radiant damage.

At the start of your turn, either
fanatic deals herself 2 psychic
damage or this card is
destroyed.
at the start of every turn, you
may discard a card. If you do,
fanatic deals the villain target
with the highest hp 2 radiant
damage.

At the start of your turn, either
fanatic deals herself 4 fire
At the start of your turn, either
damage or this card Is
fanatic deals herself 4 fire
destroyed.
damage or this card is
destroyed.
fanatic deals up to 3 targets 1
fanatic deals up to 3 targets 1
radiant damage each. Damage
irreducible radiant damage each.
dealt by those targets is
redirected to fanatic until the
Damage dealt by those targets is
start of your next turn.
redirected to fanatic until the
start of your next turn.
at the start of the environment
at the start of the environment
turn, destroy all cards in play, turn, destroy all cards in play,
except for the hero and villain
other than this card, character
character cards.
cards, and relics.
Then, destroy thits card.
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"final dive"

"zealous offense"

haka
"dominion"
"ground pound"

destroy a target with fewer than destroy a target with 4 or fewer
5 hp, other than the villain
hp, other than a character card.
character card.
Fanatic deals 1 target x
Fanatic deals 1 target projectile projectile damage, where x = the
damage equal to the destroyed destroyed target's current hp
target's current hp.
before it was destroyed.
at the start of your turn, select at the start of your turn, select
up to 2 cards, other than the
up to 2 non-character card
villain character card. Those
targets. Those targets cannot
cards cannot deal damage until deal damage until the start of
the start of your next turn.
your next turn.
At the end of your turn, if you
have not dealt at least 3 damage
this turn, destroy this card.
Old Text
whenever an environment card is
destroyed, draw a card.
when this card enters play,
discard 2 cards.
Non-hero cards cannot deal
damage.
At the start of your turn,
destroy this card.

"savage mana"

whenever damage dealt by haka
destroys a target, you may put
that card beneath this card.
Power: destroy all cards beneath
this card. Haka deals 1 target 2
toxic damage for each card
destroyed this way.

legacy
"danger sense"
"heroic interception"

Old Text
prevent damage that would be
dealt to legacy by environment
cards.
legacy deals himself 3 melee
damage.
Each hero other than legacy is
immune to damage until the start
of your next turn.

At the end of your turn, if you
have not dealt at least 3 damage
this turn, destroy this card.
New Text
whenever an environment card is
destroyed, you may draw a card.
when this card enters play,
discard 2 cards or destroy this
card.
Non-hero cards cannot deal
damage.
At the start of your turn,
destroy this card.
whenever haka destroys a target,
you may put that card beneath
this card.
Power: destroy all cards
beneath this card. Haka deals 1
target x toxic damage, where x =
the number of cards destroyed
this way times 2.
New Text
legacy is immune to damage from
environment cards.
when this card enters play,
legacy deals himself 3 melee
damage.
Hero targets other than legacy
are immune to damage.
At the start of your turn,
destroy this card.
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"inspiring presence"

increase each hero's maximum hp
by 1.

when this card enters play, each
hero target regains 1 hp.

increase damage dealt by heroes Increase damage dealt by hero
by 1.
targets by 1.

"take down"

"galvanize" (innate
power)

ra
"drawn to the flame"

(whenever a target's maximum hp is
increased, that target's current
hp is increased by the same
amount.)
villain cards cannot be played.
villain cards cannot be played.
At the end of your turn, the
villain character card deals
legacy 2 damage.

At the end of your turn, the
villain target with the highest hp
deals legacy 2 energy damage.

At the start of your turn,
destroy this card.
power: until the start of your
next turn, increase damage dealt
by heroes by 1.
Old Text
power: ra deals each non-hero
target 1 fire damage for each
villain ongoing card in play.

At the start of your turn,
destroy this card.
power: until the start of your
next turn, increase damage dealt
by hero targets by 1.
New Text
power: ra deals each non-hero
target x fire damage, where x =
the number of villain ongoing
cards in play.
the first time ra is dealt damage
by a target each turn, ra deals
that target 2 fire damage.
ra is immune to fire damage.

"flame barrier"

the first time ra is dealt damage
by a target each turn, deal that
target 2 fire damage.
"flesh of the sun god" ra is immune to fire damage.

"imbued fire"

Power: each hero is immune to
fire damage until the start of
your next turn.
all fire damage is incrased by 1.

Power: hero character cards
are immune to fire damage until
the start of your next turn.
increase all fire damage by 1.

change the damage type of
damage dealt by heroes to fire.

change the damage type of
damage dealt by hero targets to
fire.

Power: destroy this card.
"the staff of ra"

equipment, limited

Power: destroy this card.
equipment, relic, limited

increase all damage dealt by ra when this card enters play, ra
by 1. increase ra's maximum hp by regains 3 hp.
5.
Increase damage dealt by ra by
power: ra deals 1 target 3
1.
projectile damage. Destroy this
card.
power: ra deals 1 target 3
projectile damage. Destroy this
card.
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tachyon
"fleet of foot"

"lightning reflexes"
"sonic vortex"

Old Text
each player draws a card.

New Text
each player may draw a card.

You may play an additional card
this turn.
you may play up to 2 additional
cards this turn.
tachyon deals x targets 3 sonic
damage, where x = the number of
burst cards in your trash.

You may play a card.
you may play up to 2 cards now.

tachyon deals up to x targets 3
sonic damage, where x - the
number of burst cards in your
trash.
Old Text
New Text
tempest
"cleansing downpour" power: each hero regains 2 hp. power: each hero target regains
2 hp.
"gene-bound shackles" increase damage dealt by tempest increase damage dealt by tempest
to the villain character card by to the villain target with the
2.
highest hp by 2.
"into the stratosphere" choose 1 villain card in play and select 1 non-indestructible villain
put it on top of the villain deck. card in play, other than a
character card, and put it on top
Tempest deals the villain 2
of the villain deck.
projectile damage.
Tempest deals the villain target
with the highest hp 2 projectile
damage.
"shielding winds"
whenever a hero would be dealt whenever a hero target would be
5 or more damage from a single dealt 5 or more damage from a
source, reduce that damage by 2. single source, reduce that
damage by 2.
"vicious cyclone"
play this card next to a target
play this card next to a target.
and tempest deals that target 2
projectile damage.
At the start of your turn,
discard up to 3 cards. Tempest
At the start of your turn, you
deals that target 1 projectile
may discard up to 3 cards.
damage for each card discarded
Tempest deals this card's target 1 this way.
projectile damage for each card
discarded this way.
If the target leaves play, destroy
this card.
incapacitated abilities
• select a hero. That hero may
• one hero may use a power now.
use a power now.
• heroes are immune to a damage
• all heroes are immune to a
type of your choice until the
damage type of your choice until start of your next turn.
the start of your next turn.
• one player may take an ongoing
• put an ongoing card from a
card from their trash into their
trash into play.
hand.
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visionary
"brain burn"

"decoy projection"

"demoralization"

"wrest the mind"

wraith
"stun bolt"

"throat jab"

"utility belt"
"stealth" (innate
power)

Old Text
put the villain trash on the
bottom of the villain deck.

New Text
put the villain trash on the
bottom of the villain deck.

The visionary deals herself 1
psychic damage for eacch card
removed from the villain trash in
this way.
ongoing, limited

This visionary deals herself x
psychic damage, where x = the
number of cards removed from
the villain trash this way.
distortion, limited

whenever the visionary would be whenever the visionary would be
dealt damage, redirect that
dealt damage, redirect that
damage to this card instead.
damage to this card.
decrease the maximum hp of each at the start of your turn, the
non-hero target by 1.
visionary deals each villain target
1 psychic damage.
(whenever a target's maximum hp is
decreased, that target's current
hp is decreased by the same
amount.)
play this card next to a target. play this card next to a target,
Whenever that target deals
other than a character card.
damage, you may redirect that
damage to another target. If
Whenever that target deals
you do, the visionary deals 2
damage, you may redirect that
psychic damage to that target
damage to another target. If
and 2 psychic damage to herself. you do, the visionary deals this
card's target and herself 3
If the target leaves play, destroy psychic damage each.
this card.
If the target leaves play, destroy
this card.
Old Text
New Text
power: the wraith deals 1 target power: the wraith deals 1 target
1 projectile damage. Until the
1 projectile damage. Until the
start of your next turn, reduce start of your next turn, reduce
all damage dealt by that target all damage dealt by that target
by 2.
by 1.
the wraith deals 1 target 2 melee the wraith deals 1 target 2 melee
damage.
damage.
That target cannot deal damage The target dealt damage this way
until the start of your next turn. cannot deal damage until the
start of your next turn.
you may use 1 additioanl power
you may use an additional power
each turn.
during your power phase.
power: prevent the next 2
power: reduce the next damage
damage that would be dealt to
that wouuld be dealt to the
the wraith.
wraith by 2.
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villains
baron blade
"Backlash field"

Old Text
the first time baron blade is
dealt damage each turn, he deals
3 lightning damage to the source
of that damage.

New Text
the first time baron blade is
dealt damage by a target each
turn, baron blade deals that
target 3 lightning damage.

Whenever baron blade is dealt 5
or more damage in a single turn,
put the top card of the villain
deck into the villain trash.
"consider the price of each player discards 1 card and each player discards 1 card.
victory"
baron blade deals each hero
Baron blade deals each hero
target 2 sonic damage.
target 2 sonic damage.

"elemental
redistributor"

"powered remote
turret"

"slash and burn"

Put as many cards from the top
of the villain deck into the villain
trash as the total number of
cards discarded this way.
whenever baron blade would be
dealt fire, cold, or lightning
damage, prevent all of it: this
card deals as much energy
damage to the hero target with
the lowest hp as damage
prevented.
at the end of the villain turn, this
card deals each hero target 2
projectile damage.

Discard x cards from the top of
the villain deck, where x = the
number of hero cards discarded
this turn.
whenever baron blade would be
dealt fire, cold, or lightning
damage, redirect that damage to
the hero target with the lowest
hp.
at the end of the villain turn, this
card deals each hero target 2
projectile damage.

If "mobile defense platform" is in Increase damage dealt by this
play, increase damage dealt by
card by 1 for each mobile
this card by 1.
defense platform in play.
baron blade deals the hero
baron blade deals the hero
target with the current lowest hp target with the loest hp "H" melee
4 melee damage.
damage.
Baron blade deals the hero
Baron blade deals the hero
target with the current highest hp target with the highest hp "H" plus
6 fire damage
2 fire damage.
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character card - text
front

at the start of the game, put
baron blade's villain character
card and this card into play,
"terralunar impulsion beam
inventor" side up.

setup: at the start of the game,
put baron blade's villain
character cards into play,
terralunar impulsion beam
inventor side up.

Look through the villainn deck
for the card "mobile defense
platform" and put it into play.
Shuffle the villain deck.

Search the villain deck for the
card mobile defense platform
and put it into play. Shuffle the
villain deck.

at the start of the villain turn, if
the villain trash has 15 or more
cards in it, baron blade's
terralunar impulsion beam
activates, dragging the moon into
the earth. game over.

Game play: at the start of the
villain turn, if there are 15 or
more cards in the villain trash,
baron blade's terralunar
impulsion beam activates, pulling
the moon into the earth. game
over.

when baron blade is reduced to
0 or fewer hp, flip baron blade's when baron blade would be
villain character card and this
destroyed, flip baron blade's
card.
villain character cards instead.

character card - text
back

advanced: at the end of each
villain turn, put the top card of
the villain deck into the villain
trash.
when flipped to the "vengeful mad
scientist" side, baron blade's
maximum hp is 30, and his current
hp is restored to 30. put the
villain trash on top of villain
deck and put all 3 copies of
"mobile defense platform" into the
villain trash. Shuffle the villain
deck.
at the end of the villain turn,
baron blade deals the hero
target with the highest hp 4
energy damage.
when baron blade is reduced to
0 or fewer fp, the heroes have
won.
advanced: reduce damage dealt
to baron blade by 1.
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advanced: at the end of the
villain turn, discard the top "H"
minus 2 cards of the villain deck.
game play: when flipped to this
side, restore baron blade to 30
hp. Then, put the villain trash on
top of the villain deck. Put all 3
copies of "mobile defense
Platform" into the villain trash.
Shuffle the villain deck.
At the end of the villain turn,
baron blade deals the hero
target with the highest hp "H"
energy damage.
advanced: reduce damage dealt
to baron blade by 1.

Enhanced Edition updates

citizen dawn
"channel the eclipse"

"citizen blood"

Old Text
New Text
at the end of the villain turn,
at the end of the villain turn,
citizen dawn deals herself 2 cold citizen dawn deals herself 2 cold
damage; play the top card of the damage.
villain deck.
At the start of the villain turn,
play the top card of the villain
deck.
at the end of the villain turn, this at the end of the villain turn, this
card deals the hero target with card deals the hero target with
the lowest hp 1 melee damage.
the lowest hp 1 melee damage.
If "citizen sweat" is in play, this
card deals its damage to each
hero target.

If citizen sweat is in play, this
card deals each hero target 1
melee damage.

If "citizen tears" is in play,
If citizen tears is in play,
increase this card's damage by 2. increase damage dealt by citizen
blood by 1.
citizen dare"

"citizen tears"

"luminous leadership"

increase all damage dealt to
hero targets by 1.

increase damage dealt to hero
targets by 1.

when "citizen truth" comes into
play, this card deals each hero
target 1 psychic damage; destroy
this card.

when citizen truth enters play,
this card deals each hero target
1 irreducible psychic damage and
destroys this card.

This card does not count as a
citizen when drawing citizens
during game setup.
at the end of the villain turn,
each player discards 1 card.

Citizen dare cannot be one of the
initial citizens at the start of the
game.
at the end of the villain turn,
each player discards 1 card.

If "citizen blood" is in play, this
card deals each hero melee
damage equal to the number of
cards discarded by their players
this turn.

If citizen sweat is in play, each
player discards 1 more card.

If citizen blood is in play, this
card deals each hero melee
damage equal to the number of
If "citizen sweat" is in play, each cards discarded by their players
player discards 2 cards.
this turn.
increase each citizen's maximum hp at the start of the villain turn,
by 1.
each citizen regains 1 hp.
(whenever a target's maximum hp is
increased, that target's current
hp is increased by the same
amount.)
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character card - text
front

setup: at the start of the game,
put citizen dawn's villain
character cards into play, leader
of the citizens of the sun side up.
Shuffle the villain deck and
reveal cards until "H" minus 1
citizens are revealed. Put them
into play. Shuffle the other
revealed cards back into the
at the start of the villain turn, if villain deck.
there are 5 or more citizens in
the villain trash, flip citizen
game play: at the start of the
dawn's character card and this
villain turn, if there are 5 or
card. citizen dawn may only be
more citizens in the villain trash,
flipped once this way per game.
flip citizen dawn's villain
character cards. she may only
at the end of the villain turn,
flip this way once per game.
citizen dawn deals the hero
target with the highest hp 2
at the end of the villain turn,
energy damage.
citizen dawn deals the hero
target with the highest hp "H"
advanced: increase all damage
minus 2 energy damage.
dealt by citizens by 1.
advanced: increase damage dealt
by citizens by 1.
character card - text citizen dawn is immune to damage. game play: citizen dawn is immune
back
to damage.
At the start of the villain turn, if
there are 3 or more citizens in
At the start of the villain turn, if
play, flip citizen dawn's character there are "H" minus 1 or more
card and this card.
citizens in play, flip citizen dawn's
villain character cards.
At the end of the villain turn,
play the top card of the villain
At the end of the villain turn,
deck.
play the top card of the villain
deck.
Advanced: do not flip citizen
dawn until there are 5 or more advanced: do not flip citizen
citizens in play.
dawn's villain character cards
until there are "H" plus 1 or
more citizens in play.

grand warlord
voss
"first lieutenant
vyktor"
"quark-drive
translocator"

at the start of the game, put this
card and citizen dawn's villain
character card into play, "leader
of the citizens of the sun" side
up. Shuffle the villain deck and
draw cards until 3 citizen cards
are revealed. Put them into play.
Shuffle the villain deck.

Old Text

New Text

increase damage dealt to heroes
by 1.
the first time a minion card is
played each villain turn, play the
top card of the villain deck.

increase damage dealt to hero
targets by 1.
the first time a minion enters play
each turn, play the top card of
the villain deck.
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"tcf stalwart"

this card is immune to melee
damage.

this card is immune to melee
damage.

At the start of the villain turn,
At the start of the villain turn,
this card deals each hero target this card deals each hero target
3 energy damage.
3 energy damage.

character card - text
front

At the end of the villain turn, if
there are 2 or fewer minion
cards in play, shuffle the villain
trash and draw from the top
until 2 minion cards are revealed.
put them into play.
at the start of the game, put
grand warlord voss's villain
character card and this card
into play, "conquering alien
warlord" side up.
Shuffle the villain deck and draw
cards until 4 minion cards are
revealed. Put them into play.
Shuffle the villain deck.

At the end of the villain turn,
shuffle the villain trash and
reveal cards until a minion is
revealed. Put it into play. Put
the other revealed cards back
int the trash.
setup: at the start of the game,
put grand warlord voss's villain
character cards into play,
conquering alien warlord side up.
Shuffle the villain deck. Reveal
cards from the top until "H"
minions are revealed. Put them
into play. Shuffle the other
revealed cards into the villain
deck.

at the start of the villain turn, if
there are no minions in play, flip game play: at the start of the
grand warlord voss's villain
villain turn, if there are no
character card and this card.
minions in play, flip grand
warlord voss's villain character
reduce damage to grand warlord cards.
voss by 2 for each minion in play.
at the start of the villain turn, if
at the start of the villain turn, if there are 10 or more minions in
10 or more minions are in play,
play, the planet has been overrun
the planet has been overrun by by the thorathian army. game
the thorathian army. grand
over.
warlord voss has conquered the
earth. game over.
reduce damage to grand warlord
voss by 2 for each minion in play.
advanced: decrease damage dealt
by heroes by 1.
advanced: reduce damage dealt
by heroes by 1.
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character card - text
back

at the start of the villain turn, if
there are 2 or more minions in
play, flip grand warlord voss's
villain character card and this
card.

game play: at the start of the
villain turn, if there are 2 or
more minions in play, flip grand
warlord voss's villain character
cards.

Reduce damage to grand warlord Reduce damage to grand warlord
voss by 1 for each minion in play. voss by 1 for each minion in play.

omnitron
"disintegration ray"

"electro-magnetic
railgun"

"sedative flechettes"

At the end of the villain turn,
grand warlord voss deals the
hero target with the highest hp 3
energy damage and the hero
target with the lowest hp 2 fire
damage.

At the end of the villain turn,
grand warlord voss deals the
hero target with the highest hp "H"
minus 1 energy damage and the
hero target with the lowest hp "H"
minus 2 fire damage.

advanced: at the end of the
villain turn, play a villain card.

advanced: at the end of the
villain turn, play the top card of
the villain deck.

Old Text
at the start of the villain turn,
omnitron deals 5 energy damage
to the hero target with the
highest hp.

New Text
at the start of the villain turn,
omnitron deals "H" plus 1 energy
damage to the hero target with
the highest hp.

Destroy this card when omnitron
is dealt 7 or more damage in one
round.
at the start of the villain turn,
omnitron deals the 2 hero
targets with the highest hp 3
projectile damage each.

Destroy this card when omnitron
is dealt 7 or more damage in one
round.
at the start of the villain turn,
omnitron deals the 2 hero
targets with the highest hp "H"
minus 1 projectile damage each.

Destroy this card when omnitron
is dealt 7 or more damage in one
round.
omnitron deals each hero target
5 projectile damage.

Destroy this card when omnitron
is dealt 7 or more damage in one
round.
omnitron deals each hero target
"H" plus 1 projectile damage.

Destroy all hero ongoing cards. Destroy all hero ongoing cards.
"s-84 automaton drone" at the end of the villain turn, this
card deals the hero target with
the highest hp x energy damage,
where x = the current hp of this
card.

at the end of the villain turn, this
card deals the hero target with
the highest hp x energy damage
where x = the current hp of this
card.

* : the number of drone cards in * = "H"
play plus 1.
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"technological
singularity"

destroy all equipment cards.

destroy all equipment cards.

Omnitron deals each hero 2
Omnitron deals each hero
lightning damage for each
character card 2 lightning
equipment card belonging to that damage for each equipment card
hero destroyed by this card.
belonging to that hero
destroyed this way.

environments

insula primalis
"enraged t-rex"

"obsidian field"

Old Text
at the end of the environment
turn, this card deals the target
with the second highest hp 5
melee damage.
increase all damage dealt by 1.

New Text
dinosaur
at the end of the environment
turn, this card deals the target
other than itself with the second
highest hp 5 melee damage.
increase all damage dealt by 1.

at the end of their turn, 1 player
must discard 2 cards to destroy
this card.
"primordial plant life" reduce melee and projectile
damage by 1.

at the end of their turn, 1 player
may discard 2 cards to destroy
this card.
when this card enters play, each
hero may destroy 1 of their
ongoing cards. Deal any hero
at the end of the environment
that destroys an ongoing card 2
turn, each hero may destroy 1 of toxic damage. Deal any hero that
their ongoing cards. This card does not destroy an ongoing
deals any hero that destroys an card 4 toxic damage.
ongoing card 2 toxic damage.
This card deals any hero that
At the end of the environment
does not destroy an ongoing
turn, destroy this card.
card 4 toxic damage.

"pterodactyl thief"

at the start of the environment
turn, destroy this card.
at the start of the environment
turn, destroy all equipment
cards. Put any cards destroyed
this way beneath this card. At the
end of the environment turn, this
card deals each hero 1 sonic
damage per card beneath this
card.

at the start of the environment
turn, destroy all equipment
cards. Put cards destroyed this
way beneath this card. Then, this
card deals each hero target x
sonic damage, where x = the
number of cards beneath this
card.

When this card is destroyed,
When this card is destroyed,
return the equipment cards
return cards beneath this card
beneath this card to the players' to the palyers' hands.
hands.
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"river of lava"

"velociraptor pack"

"volcanic eruption"

megalopolis
"cramped quarters
combat"

at the end of the environment
turn, each player may destroy 1
of their equipment cards. This
card deals any hero that
destroys an equipment card 2
fire damage. This card deals any
hero that does not destroy an
equipment card 4 fire damage.
At the start of the environment
turn, each player may discard the
top 3 cards of their deck to
destroy this card.
at the end of the environment
turn, this card deals the nonenvironment target with the
lowest hp 2 melee damage for
each copy of "velociraptor
attack" in play.

at the end of the environment
turn, each hero may destroy 1 of
their equipment cards. Deal any
hero that does not destroy an
equipment card "H" fire damage.
At the start of the environment
turn, if each player discards the
top 3 cards of their deck,
destroy this card.

(used to be called "velociraptor
attack")
dinosaur

at the end of the environment
turn, this card deals the nonenvironment target with the
lowest hp x melee damage, where
x = the number of velociraptor
packs in play times 2.
at the start of the environment
at the start of the environment
turn, this card deals each target turn, deal each target 7 fire
7 fire damage.
damage. At the start of their
turn, a player may skip the rest
At the start of their turn, a
of their turn to destroy this
player may skip the rest of their card.
turn to destroy this card.
When this card is destroyed, move
When this card is destroyed, look 1 copy of the card obsidian field
through the environment trash
from the environment trash into
for a copy of the card "obsidian" play.
field" and put it into play.
Old Text
New Text
all damage is converted to melee change the type of all damage to
damage. Increase all damage
melee damage.
dealt by 1.
Increase all damage dealt by 1.
at the start of the environment
turn, destroy this card.
at the start of the environment
turn, destroy this card.
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Enhanced Edition updates
"police backup"

"rooftop combat"

at the end of the environment
turn, this card deals 1 projectile
damage to the villain character
card.

at the end of the environment
turn, deal 1 projectile damage to
the villain target with the highest
hp.

Whenever a villain card would
force a player to discard a
card, this card is destroyed.
increase all damage dealt by 1.
when this card enters play,
destroy all other environment
cards.

Whenever a villain card would
make a player discard a card,
destroy this card.
increase all damage dealt by 1.
when this card enters play,
destroy all other environment
cards. While this card is in play,
environment cards cannot be
played.

While this card is in play,
environment cards cannot be
played.

"targeting innocents"

"traffic pileup"

ruins of
atlantis
"hallway collapse"

"the kraken"

When hero targets deal non-hero
character cards 10 or more
Deal the villain character card 10 damage in a single round,
or more damage in a single
destroy this card.
round to destroy this card.
at the start of the environment
(now has 10 hp and is a target)
turn, this card deals each hero
target 3 fire damage. Look
at the start of the environment
through the environment trash
turn, this card deals each hero
for a copy of the card
target "H" minus 1 fire damage.
"impending casualty" and put it
Then, look through the
into play.
environment trash for impending
casualty and put it into play.
Deal the villain character card 5
or more damage in a single
round to destroy this card.
players cannot draw hero cards. players cannot draw cards.
Old Text

New Text

at the end of the environment
when this card enters play, deal
turn, this card deals each target each target 3 melee damage.
3 melee damage.
At the end of the environment
At the start of the environment
turn, destroy this card.
turn, destroy this card.
at the end of the environment
appendage
turn, deal the non-environment
target with the lowest hp 5 melee at the end of the environment
damage.
turn, this card deals the nonenvironment target with the
lowest hp 5 melee damage.
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Enhanced Edition updates
"toxic seaweed"

whenever a hero uses a power,
whenever a hero uses a power,
this card deals that hero 3 toxic deal that hero "H" minus 1 toxic
damage.
damage.
At the end of the environment
turn, 1 player may discard their
hand to destroy this card.

wagner mars
base

Old Text

"fire in the biosphere" at the end of the environment
turn, this card deals all targets
2 fire damage. Each hero must
either destroy 1 of their ongoing
cards or take 2 more fire
damage.

"maintenance level"

"meteor storm"

"oxygen leak"

At the end of the environment
turn, 1 player may discard their
hand to destroy this card.
New Text
at the end of the environment
turn, this card deals each target
2 fire damage. Each hero must
either destroy 1 of their ongoing
cards or take 2 more fire
damage.

At the start of the environment
turn, 1 player may discard 2
cards to destroy this card.
at the end of the environment
turn, play the next environment
card.

At the start of the environment
turn, 1 player may discard 2
cards to destroy this card.
at the end of the environment
turn, play the next environment
card.

At the start of the environment
turn, each player may shuffle
their trash into their hero deck
to destroy this card.

At the start of the environment
turn, if each player shuffles their
trash into their hero deck,
destroy ths card.

If "self-destruct sequence" is in When this card is destroyed, if
play, put this card into the
"self-destruct sequence" is in
countdown pile when it is
play, put this card on top of the
destroyed.
countdown pile.
hero and villain cards and
all targets are immune to
powers cannot deal damage.
damage.
At the start of their turn, a
player may skip the rest of their
turn to destroy this card.
reduce all fire damage by 3. at
the start of the environment turn,
this card deals all targets toxic
damage equal to the number of
cards in th eenvironment trash.
At the end of the environment
turn, 1 player may discard 1
ongoing card to destroy this
card.
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At the start of their turn, a
player may skip the rest of their
turn to destroy this card.
reduce all fire damage by 3. at
the end of the environment turn,
1 player may discard 1 card to
destroy this card.
At the start of the environment
turn, deal each target x toxic
damage, where x = the number of
cards in the environment trash.

Enhanced Edition updates
"pervasive red dust"

"self-destruct
sequence"

at the end of the environment
turn, destroy all equipment
cards.

at the end of the environment
turn, destroy "H" equipment
cards.

At the start of the environment
turn, all players may discard 1
card to destroy this card. When
this card is destroyed, each
player may put 1 equipment card
from their trash into play.
put the top 3 cards of the
environment deck face down next
to this card. That pile is the
countdown pile. If the
countdown pile is ever empty,
everyone dies. Game over.

At the start of the environment
turn, if each player discards 1
card, destroy this card. When
this card is destroyed, each
player may put 1 equipment card
from their trash into play.
when this card comes into play,
put the top 2 cards of the
environment deck face down next
to it. That pile is the countdown
pile. If the countdown pile is
ever empty, everyone dies. Game
over.

At the end of the environment
turn, put 1 card from the
countdown pile into the
environment trash.
at the start of their turn, a
player may skip the rest of their
turn to add 1 card from the top
of the environment deck to the
countdown pile. If the
countdown pile ever contains 5
cards, the sequence is aborted,
destroying this card and the
countdown pile.
"villainous weaponry"

increase damage dealt to hero
targets by 1.
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At the start of their turn, a
player may skip the rest of their
turn to put the top card of the
environment deck onto the
countdown pile.
at the start of the environment
turn, if the countdown pile
contains "H" plus 2 cards, the
sequence has been aborted and
the countdown pile and this card
are destroyed. otherwise,
discard top card of the
countdown pile.
increase damage dealt by villain
targets by 1.

enhanced edition updates
in late 2013, the enhanced edition of the game was reprinted with changes on a
few of the cards. players can purchase a pack of the updated cards from the
greater than games store to replace their old versions.
the changes in this update centered around improving clarity on cards which
must deal some amount of damage or else be destroyed.
- Spiff

fanatic
•

•

“chastise”
o The wording of the second paragraph has been clarified, and now
reads “at the start of your turn, fanatic may deal herself 2
psychic damage. if she takes no damage this way, this card is
destroyed.”
“embolden”
o the first and second sentences have been combined into a single
paragraph.
o the wording of the second paragraph has been clarified, and now
reads “at the end of that hero’s turn, fanatic may deal them 2
radiant damage. if they take no damage this way, destroy this
card.”

ra
•

“solar flare”
o the wording of the second paragraph has been clarified, and now
reads “at the end of your turn, ra may deal himself 4 psychic
damage. if he takes no damage this way, this card is destroyed.”

tachyon
•

“pushing the limits”
o the wording of the second paragraph has been clarified, and now
reads “at the start of your turn, tachyon may deals herself 2
sonic damage. if she takes no damage this way, this card is
destroyed.”
o the word “deals” on the updated card is a misspelling. It should
be “deal”. most likely, future printings will correct this mistake.
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Rook city updates
in late 2013, the rook city and infernal relics expansions were reprinted and
combined into a single box containing both expansions. some of the cards
received updates in this printing.
the information below was compiled by jimmytherat, a dedicated member of the
Greater than games forums. Thanks for the hard work, jimmy!
- Spiff

heroes
expatriette
•

character card changes
o The wording of some of expatriette’s incapacitated powers has
changed slightly:
 incap power #1: “select a hero. that hero may use a power
now.” has become “one hero may use a power now.”
 incap power #2: no change.
 incap power #3: the phrase “hero’s player uses” becomes
“hero uses”. the power now reads “select a hero. the next
time that hero uses a power, that hero also deals 1 target
1 projectile damage.”

•

card changes
o “liquid nitrogen rounds”
 each sentence is now its own paragraph, but the text is
unchanged.
o “pride”
 added the word “now” to the end of the power’s last
sentence. it now reads “if ‘prejudice’ is in play, you may
use its power now”.
o “shock rounds”
 each sentence on the card is now its own paragraph. also,
the phrase “all non-hero targets” has changed to “each
non-hero target”.
o “speed loading”
 the last sentence now reads “at the start of your turn,
you may play 1 ammo card.” instead of “play an ammo card”.

Mr. Fixer
•

character card changes
o The wording of some of mr. fixer’s incapacitated powers has
changed slightly:
 incap power #1: no change.
 incap power #2: instead of saying “that player may draw a
card now”, it says “that player may draw 1 card now.”
 incap power #3: no change.
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Rook city updates
•

card changes
o “grease monkey fist”
 the first two sentences on the card have been combined
into a single paragraph. the text of the card is unchanged.
o “dual crowbars”
 “the same amount of damage” has been changed to “that
damage”. so, the first sentence now reads “whenever mr.
fixer deals damage, he may deal that damage to 1 other
target as well.”

villains
the chairman
•

character card changes
o the setup instructions for the chairman’s “master of the
underworld” side removed an unneeded comma from the text.

the matriarch
•

character card changes
o game play rules on both of her sides has an added line stating
“whenever a fowl card is played from the villain deck, play the top
card of the villain deck.” this is the same rule that was on each
fowl card in the original printing. it’s now been moved to her
character card and removed from the fowl cards themselves.
o on the original “ruler of the flock” side, the word “fowl” in the
first sentence was in quotes but not in the second sentence. now,
the quotes have been removed and neither have them.

•

card changes
o all fowl cards
 the line “when this card is played from the villain deck, play
the top card of the villain deck” has been removed from all
the fowl cards. that rule has been added to the
matriarch’s character card instead.
o “darken the sky”
 the original printing’s art was badly pixelated due to a
printing mix up. it has been fixed in the reprint.
o “Horrid cacophony”
 the card now specifies the source of the card’s damage.
the second sentence now reads “the matriarch deals each
non-villain target (h) minus 2 sonic damage.”
o “muninn”
 the first two sentences on the card have been combined
into a single paragraph. the text of the card is unchanged.
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Rook city updates

plague rat
•

character card changes
o the first two sentences on plague rat’s “filthy vermin” side have
been combined into a single paragraph and the redundant “at the
start of the villain turn” has been removed. that paragraph now
reads “at the start of the villain turn, plague rat deals each
infected hero 2 toxic damage. then, if any heroes are not
infected, flip plague rat’s villain character cards.”

•

card changes
o “sewer fiend”
 the second and third sentences have been combined into a
single paragraph. their text is unchanged.

spite
•

card changes
o “good Samaritan”
 the first two sentences have been combined into a single
paragraph. the text is unchanged.
o “innocent bystander”
 in the first sentence, the phrase “at the start of a hero
turn” has been changed to “at the start of each hero turn”.
also, the second sentence has been combined with the first
one to become a single paragraph.
o “lab raid”
 each sentence is now its own paragraph. the text is
unchanged.
o “lost child”
 in the second sentence, the phrase “from spite” is removed
and a comma has been taken out of the sentence. it now
reads “if they take damage this way put this card under the
safe house card”.
 the removal of the comma may have been a mistake, since it
was correct originally and the current wording has no
separation of the dependent clause.
o “mynd-phyre”
 the phrase “destroyed by this card” has been changed to
“destroyed this way”. the second sentence now reads
“spite deals each hero target x psychic damage, where x =
the number of environment cards destroyed this way.”
o “pl626 compound xi”
 the card used to be titled “pl626 6 compound xi”. that
second “6” was a typo though, and it’s now been removed.
o “potential sidekick”
 the third and fourth sentences are now in their own
separate paragraphs. the text is unchanged.
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Rook city updates

environments
rook city
•

•

•

•

“dr. tremata”
o the word “one” has been changed to the numeral “1”. the third
sentence now reads “put 1 on top of the environment deck and 1
on the bottom.”
o strangely, the “tony Taurus” card, which uses similar wording, was
not changed. it still uses “one” instead of “1”.
“falling statuary”
o the phrase “this card deals” is now just “deal”. the first
sentence now reads “when this card enters play, deal the target
with the second lowest hp 3 irreducible projectile damage.”
“scum and villainy”
o The second sentence has been split into separate sentences for
clarity. the second paragraph now reads “at the start of the
environment turn, the villain character card deals each hero
target (H) minus 1 melee damage. then, destroy this card.”
“toxic sludge”
o the phrase “this card deals” is now just “deal”. the first
sentence now reads “at the end of the environment turn, deal each
target with at least 5 hp 2 toxic damage, then deal each target
with at least 10 hp 3 toxic damage.”
o the second sentence has been updated for clarity. it now reads
“at the start of the environment turn, each player may discard 1
card. any player that does may destroy 1 environment card.”
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